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S. No Topic Learning objectives 

1 Errors Define the term “error” within the context of 

(clinical) medicine. 

2  Name the most important error types.  

3  Define the chain- of-error and a model that 

explains it (e. g. Swiss-cheese-model). 

5 Criminal vs civil 

laws 

Name possible legal consequences of medical 

Errors 

6 Hygiene  Describe frequent errors in hygiene and their 

effect on patient safety  

7 Pharmacotherapy  Describe frequent errors in pharmacotherapy and 

their effects on patient safety  

8 Diagnosis  Describe errors that can happen in the area of 

diagnoses and diagnostic evaluation and is able 

to critically reflect an example accordingly 

9 Wrong site/patient, 

Remained foreign 

objects 

Reflect upon rare critical incidents, (e.g. patient-

/site confusion or that foreign objects remain) 

which frequently have drastic consequences 

 

10 Polypharmacy  Describe patient factors (e.g. polypharmacy and 

multi-morbidity) that contribute to the complexity 

of the system and promote emergence of error 

 

11 Human factors 

(limitations of 

human capability  

Describe human capability is limited and knows 

psychological and physical factors, which 

promote emergence of error 

 

12 Evaluate own 

competence 

Evaluate own competence is limited and that an 

overestimation of one’s own capabilities 

promotes the emergence of error 
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13 Documentation  Reflect upon the case of an insufficient 

documentation promotes the emergence of error 

and can reflect examples accordingly 

 

14 Hand-over/take-

over 

Reflect upon an incidence that an incomplete 

patient hand-over and take-over promotes the 

emergence of error 

 

  Strategies for optimization 

15 Scoring 

system/checklist  

Describe score systems and the goal to increase 

health care safety through its use.  

 


